Clown Fun
By Gabriel C.
Aaron had a sad life he didn’t have a house because he’s mom and dad
just got divorced. Now it’s harder for his mom to pay for stuff. Aaron is 16 and
now he has to live in a apartment. Aaron goes to Beverly high school but he’s not
one of the cool kids. He’s one of the lame kids. Aaron didn’t like to go on buses
because he was one of the lame kids. So he would always walk to school. Aaron
started to walk to school. Aaron stop for a moment, he saw everybody ready to
throw eggs at Aaron . Aaron ran as fast as he could. Once the bus started the
engine. Aarons heart was pounding. He closed his eye but nothing happen he peak
but no one was there. He started to walk. Once Aaron got to school he went
straight to class so nobody would make fun of him. Once everybody was in class
they were waiting for the announcement to go on. The announcement finally went
on but all they heard was the principal saying “Ahhhhhhhhhhhh!. Evacuate!.
Clowns”. But Aaron’s class was trapped. Aaron’s class was freaking out. Then
they decided to knock the door down. Once they knock the door down. It was very
dark with clown nose. So they went back inside the classroom. But Aaron was the
only one to step out the classroom. Even the bully’s didn’t want to step out. But
then Aaron had an idea he walk back into the classroom and said “I have an idea.
Grab anything that you can use as a weapon to get the clowns. Let’s get’em!. But
first we have to gather everyone in the school. I’m pretty sure they're scared.”
Everyone was walking all frientend and they were all twitching like that was there
last day on earth. They started to walk to the classroom. Thy see everyone in a
huddle. Aaron told everyone to “Follow him and to grab anything that can be used
as a weapon.” They saw the door to get out of the school. They ran to the door and
open it and saw the principal laughing. Aaron was confused. The principal said out
loud “PRANK YOU’LL!!!!.” The principal said “That school was over ” so
everyone went home. Aaron was relieved that it wasn’t real. Once he got home he
told his mom what happen. Aaron went to bed to see what the next surprise was.

